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Kashonna Marrow
THOUGHT LEADER

   BUSINESS STRATEGIST
EMPOWERMENT SPEAKER

SPEAKER KIT

http://kashonnamarrow.com/


Transformational, Powerful
and Life Changing. 

Kashonna Marrow is an engaging speaker, an inspiring coach, a motivational author, and an

insightful corporate trainer. Kashonna is the President & CEO of Simply Kashonna, a

business built to promote BOLD, FEARLESS and COURAGEOUS living. She goes beyond

surface issues to address the challenges that inhibit personal, professional and spiritual

growth, leading her clients to embrace their evolution.

Kashonna has activated the purpose and call of many, helping them to discover, define and

develop their authentic self. Both, in the corporate arena and in the non-profit world,

strategic growth and development of people have always been the focal point of her service.

Corporately, she has held positions in both Human Resources, as well as the Staffing

industry. Additionally, Kashonna spent years in an executive pastoral role where crisis

intervention and spiritual guidance were her primary responsibilities. Understanding that

leadership training and development is essential to any corporation or organization’s growth,

Kashonna launched SK Leading Forward, which is dedicated to enhancing employee

engagement, performance, productivity and morale. 

Through corporate relationships and interactive group/focus sessions, she has facilitated

workshops in Customer Service, How to Handle Difficult People, Navigating Conflict,

Emotional Intelligence, Developing Yourself and Others, Behavioral Based Interviewing,

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, to name a few. In addition, she has facilitated and provided

training for various personality assessments. Kashonna’s area of expertise is transformational

leadership development and personal empowerment.

Kashonna is also the author of 7 Days to Simply Shift: A Daily Guide to Transforming Your

Mindset Personally, Professionally and Spiritually. Kashonna has been a member of the

Forbes Coaches Council and Association for Talent Development. She has deepened her

knowledge by obtaining a Diversity and Inclusion Certificate from Cornell University,

becoming a National Licensed Consultant through the Standards for Excellence Institute, and

completing PANO’s Standards for Excellence Licensed Consultant Training Program. She

also serves her community on the Board to Promote Self-Sufficiency, the Commission for

Women, Women’s Giving Circle, the ARC of Howard County, and as a Rotarian. No matter

the venue, Kashonna will impact you with her professional agility, contagious energy, vibrant

smile, and engaging delivery.

bio

http://www.leadersmoveforward.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Days-Simply-Shift-Transforming-Professionally-ebook/dp/B01BIBLR6U/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1457106584&sr=8-1&keywords=kashonna+holland#nav-subnav


CLIENTS & PARTNERS

MEDIA OUTLETS

PODCAST
GUEST (FOR
VARIOUS
BRANDS)



SPEAKING TOPICS

Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion

Leadership
Development 

Purpose and Confidence 

Navigating Conflict 

Speaking Offerings:
PANEL 

HALF-DAY
WORKSHOP

KEYNOTE 

FULL-DAY
WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP 

TWO-DAY
SEMINAR

Group discussion where

I lend my expertise in a

specific area.

4-Hour day dedicated to

the topic that allows for

breakout sessions.

Signature talk or custom

keynote session to dive

deep into the topic.

8-Hour deep dive into

the topic with interactive

breakout sessions.

Keynote session paired

with interactive

workshop for guests.

6-Hour deep-dive,

retreat-stvle workshop w/

interactive breakouts.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH
MY SPEAKER REEL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGWHE8QJT1M


Client  Testimonials

Kashonna led our interactive masterclass with deep knowledge, grace

and powerful observations. She really enabled us to grow both

individually and as a group, giving deep thought to those around us and

the future of ourselves, our careers and our community.

JustLiving Advocacy’s clients and partners have been exceptionally pleased

by the successful outcomes of your sessions. Your engagement with

attendees was met with your superior delivery of information. Kashonna,

you are truly a face of knowledge and passion that not only delivers critical

information, but how we can benefit from these types of trainings and

coaching. 

Kashonna is a delight of a personality, and our organization is humbled by

how much she genuinely cares for others to reach their highest potential in

their working or entrepreneur career goals. Seriously. She is a dedicated to

moving you forward!

Kashonna thinks deeply and analytically about her sessions, as well as

approach each attendee individually, with their unique needs. Your

sessions are so very impactful! 

“Absolutely that speaker was the bomb and super personable!”

“Absolutely very relevant to my day job.“

“Whatever that lady is teaching, I’m in! Thank you.”



Approved Photos



READY TO BOOK
KASHONNA?

Request to book Kashonna here

kashonna@simplykashonna.com
www.simplykashonna.com

https://portal.dubsado.com/public/form/view/62e13bb2bf2c60d50b888b93

